Midterm Review

Due February 13th
Student Name
Professor Name
Class
Date

[PICTURE of artwork]

**Artist:** [title, DOB, nationality]

**Artwork:** [title, date, media]

**Review:**
Review of one artwork from the show “Art Happens Here” in long form without headings. This should include 3-4 paragraphs focused on describing the work for someone who has not seen or heard it. You need to have another 3-5 paragraphs talking about the contexts of the work and how those create the meaning/concepts of the work. An additional context paragraph must be used to connect this artwork to two other artworks by the same artist. Finally you should have at least one paragraph reflecting on the success of the work. The review needs to use one quote from another source than the artist about or in relation to the artwork. [total of 8-11 paragraphs]

**Links to the artwork and sources using citation format:**

**Keywords / tags:** [#?]